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TRUE MIRROR

The first poem was the title poem.
This time Corinne read it aloud, but she still didn't hear it.
She read it through a third time and heard some of it.
She read it through a fourth time, and heard all of it.
It was a poem containing the lines:
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Not wasteland, but a great inverted forest
with all foliage underground
As though it might be best to look immediately for shelter,
Corinne had to put the book down.
At any moment the apartment building seemed liable to lose
Its balance and topple across Fifth Avenue into Central Park.
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She waited.
Gradually the deluge of truth and beauty abated.
Then New Years Eve of 2007 came:
We celebrated it with friends at a party
Where everybody was asked to wear
Exactly what they wore exactly one year before.
But all at once it dawned on me that this
Was the real point, the contrapuntal theme;
Just this: not text, but texture; not the dream
But topsy-turvical coincidence,
Not flimsy nonsense, but a web of sense.
Yes! It sufficed that I in life could find
Some kind of link-and-bobolink, some kind
Of correlated pattern in the game,
Plexed artistry, and something of the same
Pleasure in it as they who played it found.
They were made with an idea of seeing
Two realms at once. "Two games, yours and
The verso, an additional waiting to be played
In another time, another space."
A mirrored world, an unheralded parallel present.
--
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It's an odd masterpiece,
A celebration of the River Rouge auto plant,
Which had succeeded the Highland Park factory
As Ford's industrial headquarters,
Painted by a Communist
For the son of a Capitalist
The north and south walls are devoted
To nearly life-size scenes in which
The plant's grey gears, belts, racks and workbenches
Surge and swarm like some vast intestinal apparatus.
The workers within might be subsidiary organs
Or might be lunch
As the whole churns to excrete a stream of black Fords.
Five Tyres abandoned and Five Tyres remoulded.
Proof of the fact that a mechanical device can
Reproduce personality
And that Quality is merely
The distribution aspect of Quantity.
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Journalists have conquered the book form;
Writing is now the tiny affair of the individual;
The customers have changed: television's aren't viewers,
but advertisers; publishing's not potential readers,
but distributors.
The result is rapid turnover,
the regime of the best seller
But there will always be
A parallel circuit, a black market.
Being new is, in fact, often understood as
A combination of being different
And being recently-produced.
We call a car a new car if this car is different from other cars,
and at the same time the latest, most recent model.
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But to be new is by no means the same as being different.
The new is a difference without difference,
Or a difference beyond difference,
A difference which we are unable to recognise.
For Kierkegaard, therefore,
The only medium for a possible emergence of the new
Is the ordinary, the "non-different", the identical -Not the other, but the same.
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Around the same time,
He mailed fifty postcards to friends and acquaintances
Showing two Boettis hand in hand, like twin brothers,
Defining and simultaneously nullifying a fictitious symbol,
An opposition that is not negated but transformed.
The 'e' -- the 'and' -- which Boetti placed
Between his Christian name and his given,
Indicated the multiplicity within the self,
Was a symbol of the distinction and difference
Between his two personas,
As well as their reprocity, conjunction and interdependence,
Marking a plus-one as well as a division:
A paradox at his very heart.
It is a matter of outwardly reflecting contact-lenses,
Which blind the one who wears them.
The contact-zone is not a filter:
The reflection is print, the senses are linked up.
To upset my own eyes
From the reviews:
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What worries many critics most is the fact
That art seems to be alive and well,
Not so much because of them
But in spite of them.
And what do you do?
You just SIT there.
This kind of problem might have been posed by anyone since
Piero della Francesco
And its solution can be precisely foreseen.
Anticipated by Joyce's repeated, sardonic reference to
Dublin as Doublin'
A city marinated in narrative, and inescapably bound up with
Narrative's capability for reflection and duplicity.
It's not just a palindrome in a literal sense,
But also a physical one.
You can actually put a mirror in the middle of it
And it still reads the same.
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Every mathematician agrees that
Every mathematician must know some
Set theory.
We have proved, in other words, that
Nothing contains everything.
Or more spectacularly,
There is no universe
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The World As It Is And The World As It Could Be
The World As It Is And The World As It Could Be
Tattarrattat!
A Sun on USA!
Weightless and without energy,
Shadows still convey information
But the shadow's location cannot be detected until the light,
Moving at its ponderous relativistic pace, arrives.
It's quite easy to conjure
A faster-than-light shadow
(Or in theory, at least):
Build a great klieg light,
A superstrong version
Of the ones at the Academy Awards.
Now paste a piece of black paper
Onto the klieg's glass
So there's a shadow in the middle of the beam.
Like the signal that summons Batman
We will mount our light in space and
Broadcast the Bat-call to the cosmos.
And from the inside, too, I'd duplicate
Myself, my lamp, an apple on a plate:
Uncurtaining the night, I'd let dark glass
Hang all the furniture above the grass,
And how delightful when a fall of snow
Covered my glimpse of lawn and reached up so
As to make chair and bed exactly stand
Upon that snow, out in that crystal land!
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